Companies are driving keypad technology to have functions for SMS texting,
and complete word or sentence response. However presenters are finding that the
time to answer questions with these functions is creating long delays in getting a
graphical result or outcome on the screen. This delay is adding many minutes to the
time allocated and not allowing presentations to be completed.
The kp1 keypads are simple, fast, robust, have a 2 year warranty
and only require the user to enter the matching numerical number to the
answer making them one of the quickest keypads on the market.
The kp1 software is also a very simple and intuitive program to use, with all of
the tools and functions that you are used to in PowerPoint. Whether you want to
create a basic or complex interactive presentation this programs intuitive toolbar
allows you to do this with a very basic understanding of PowerPoint. kp1 utilizes MS
Office PC Windows (2007-2016) more than any other add-in program on the market
and can be used on a MAC computer in the boot camp mode, or within a virtual
program such as VMware or Parallels once Windows and Office PC are installed.
Additionally due to its design, all of
its features are on the toolbar ribbon
changes to charts, fonts, styles and
colours in front of you and not in a settings window. Interactive questions are created in a PowerPoint (pptx) file and these can be delivered to the audience in a seamless way where the slides will flow similar to a standard presentation.
The kp1 software designed with functions to incorporate company
logos to the countdown clock and display charts alloying you to put your branding in
front of your customer base more frequently. Importantly it will allow you to format
all of the charts with the RBG colour palette, where other programs may only have
limited choices. Participant roster’s can be imported from an excel spreadsheet and
leader boards for competitions can display individual or team names.
kp1 has also purposely designed hard carry cases, with
thick hard foam surrounding each keypad and receiver to help
protect your product and investment.
Cases hold, 20, 30, 40,50 or 100 keypads and the receiver.

Key features of kp1:
 1 – 500 keypads per license allowing for additional purchases of keypads at any
time without additional license or annual support fee charges. Start small and
increase as required.
 The kp1 license can be used on an unlimited number of computers and is
perpetual.
 Keypads allowing up to 30 choice options using the SEND key button.
Multiple response answer options. Choose more than 1 answer and prioritise the
answer choices.
 Graphical bar charts can be viewed on the question slide, on a separate slide
following the question slide, or on a slide located anywhere in your presentation
post the actual question by linking it to the question.
 Risk analysis functionality.
 Multiple charts can be displayed on one slide by linking questions to the slide.
 Ranking and prioritization, for both question outcomes and also presenters
evaluations.
 Automatic rostering to track attendees at lectures if required.
 Editing post the presentation by adding groups or demographics for multi-series
charts.
 Comprehensive reporting, in excel and word.
 Quiz and competition settings, where both individuals and teams can be created
and shown in a leader board. (great for internal meetings or trivia nights)
 Detect question allows you to take any formatted slide and convert it to a question
without effecting the layout of the question. You no longer have to have the
standard question and answers in a formatted text box.
 Snapshot manager which allows users to store polling data “snapshots” inside the
PowerPoint file, where they can be stored or merged.
.

To download install and test the kp1
program in a demonstration mode
please follow the instructions on page 3.

kp1 Standard Edition Software Download Instructions

Visit www.kp1.com.au
 Scroll to the bottom of any of the kp1 pages.
 Under Quick Links , click Client Login, that will take you to the
download page.
Enter “Username” (This is your email address)
Enter your “Password” FS-93009
 Click the “Login” button and you will be redirected the download
page.
 Download both the Demo Instructions and the Demo Installation.
Demo Instructions contains the installation instructions as well as a brief
tutorial to get you started.
Demo Installation is a complete version of kp1 standard edition software,
however the hardware drivers are not included in this download.
(admin rights required)
It is recommended that you save the download to your desktop and then
run the file.
Hardware drivers can also be download from the bottom of any kp1 page
via Quick Links Client Downloads –Drivers and Utilities.
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